Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
FLAVOUR NAME

RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE

FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
DRINK

Cactus Cupcake
Cappuccino
Cocoa Milk
Double Mocca Coffee
EM Formula
Fizzy Cola
Fresh Coffee
Green Banana & Bamboo Milk

8%
8 - 10 %
7-8%
7%
2,8 - 4,8 %
4,9 - 6,9 %
4%
6-7%

Malibu Pinacolada

1,6 - 3,6 %

Milkshake
Natural Green Tea
Original Lemonade
Rubin Lemonade
Strawberry Milk

1,9 - 3,9 %
1,6 - 3,6 %
5%
7%
6-8%

Aloe
American Bubble Gum
Anise Star
Apricot
Big Watermelon

4,6 - 6,6 %
2,7 - 5,7 %
1,4 - 3,4 %
6%
1,7 - 3,7 %

Blueberry

4,5 - 6,5 %

Boom

6-8%

Cactus

7%
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Cactus & cupcake paired together!
A subtle vanilla coffee flavour hit by a milk froth and a small pinch of cacao.
That's what fans of chocolate milk have to try.
Mocca coffee with hazelnut notes.
Powerful RB energy drink to kick in every morning.
Real coca cola taste. Fizzy bubbles and sweet taste are perfect for cherry blends.
Fresh ground coffee, made from the richest coffee beans. Ideal for lazy mornings.
Mellow, but still green banana, paired with bamboo milk & a touch of lemon grass.
Famous Caribbean drink flavour - coconut mixed with fresh pineapple, coconut milk, and rum.
Perfect on its own.
Sweet & cold! Made from milk shaked with vanilla ice cream and butterscotch.
Natural Green Tea extracted from the best leaves. Rich taste & soft smell.
Perfect lemonade base.
Lemonade & rubin berry colours.
Truly strawberry milky flavor shaked with vanilla beans.
FRUIT
Herbal, bitter, acrid taste, rounded with some sweetness.
Bubble Gum like the one from bygone days. Perfect for twisted mixing.
Anise star is very similar to black liquorice. Goes well with cookies & alcoholic flavours.
Subtle, scented, fresh apricot flavor.
Big & fresh watermelon fruit from the market. Very juicy and sweet flavour.
Blue, round, and extremely delicious. It’s BLUEBERRY!
Great couple with creams, forest fruits, custards & candy blends.
Fruity bomb! The best seasonal red fruits, including our INSANE STRAWBERRY combined with juicy, sweet
and unreal, handsome WATERMELON. Perfect flavour for all-day vape! You won’t get enough!
Cactus fruit. Just go green & wild!

Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
FLAVOUR NAME

RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE

Chill Pink Lemonade

6-8%

Cider Apple Mint
Coctail Kiwi Fruit
Cranberry
Cucumber
Cucumber Splash
Dark Blackberry
Easy Lemon

6-8%
3,9 - 5,9 %
8 - 10 %
5-9%
5-9%
2,2 - 4,2 %
3,7 - 5,7 %

Eden Apple

5,0 - 7,0 %

Fantasy Grape
Frozen Black Forest Fruits

9%
5%

Funky Pineapple

3,4 - 5,4 %

Grape
Grapefruit

8 - 10 %
7%

Green Apple

2,9 - 4,9 %

Green Lime

2,6 - 4,6 %

Honeydew Melon
H-SENBERG

6%
3,9 - 5,9 %

Juicy Orange

5,7 - 7,7 %

Kiwi
Lemon

8 - 10 %
8 - 10 %
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FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
Lemonade is the best friend of a thirsty vaper! Chill lemonade made from ripe lemons and sweet raspberries
straight from the shrub. At last, just a few drops of freshly squeezed lime will make the perfect flavour.
Apple cider with an amazingly cooling mint.
Cocktail Kiwi Fruit. Sour Kiwi.
A sour aroma with exotic notes.
Green cucumber - perfect for drinks and desserts.
Just cool down with this cucumber & grapefruit aroma.
Very dark & very wild blackberry. This deep, strong taste can be used in many fruit mixes.
100% of lemon freshness in the citrus world.
A fresh juice squeezed from handpicked Eden apples.
Bring the memory of a thirsty summer & sweet fruits right from the tree.
Fantasy juicy drink.
All black forest fruits with a cooling effect.
The natural taste of an exotic pineapple. Very fresh & fruity flavour.
Ideal for mixing with other flavours to make tropical blends.
Ripe, sweet, red and white grapes.
Famous citrus, sour and sweet.
A crisp, green, juicy & fresh apple with tart and sour taste. The rich and full smell cultivated in moderate
temperature where winter is full of rainfall and frost.
Intense citrus-flavoured lime fruit, powerful and squeezed to the last drop.
Perfect for exotic mixing compositions.
Juicy melon with sweet flesh.
Fresh red berries on the top of a menthol solution.
Fresh & juicy orange fruit. The powerful smell of a sweet orange stands out.
Perfect with other seasonal fruits.
Like a genuine kiwi full of a juicy and greeny flesh flavour with a balanced sourness.
Experience the genuine lemon taste made straight from natural components.

Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
FLAVOUR NAME
Mandarin
Nectar Peach
Passion Fruit
Pitaya
Pink Raspberry

RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE
4,6 - 6,6 %
2,3 - 4,3 %
5-9%
8 - 10 %

Queen Grapes

0,8 - 2,8 %
1,0 - 3,0 %

Red Cherry

5,0 - 7,0 %

Red Dragon Grape

8%

Red Fruits

6-8%

Shape Up! Pear

2,6 - 4,6 %

Sharp Blackcurrant

2,6 - 4,6 %

Shock

6-8%

Soft Banana
Strawberry
Sweet Strawberry

3,0 - 5,0 %
5-9%
1,3 - 3,3 %

Tropical Mango

2,0 - 4,0 %

Watermelon

5-9%

Wild Strawberry

3,9 - 5,9 %

Zesty Lemongrass

8%
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FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
Fresh, fruity, bright, and zesty flavor.
Rich and intensive peach flavour. Taste just like straight from the tree. Full of juiciness and sweetness.
Dive into the sweetness of a Caribbean flavour full of explosive notes.
Straight from exotic, hot countries. Cactus fruit - known as Pitaya.
Pink and soft raspberries picked early in the season to preserve their freshness and fullness of flavours.
Naturally sweet and soft.
Adorable Queen Grapes. Serious taste and 100% natural flavour.
Celebration of ripe, red & fresh Cherry. The taste of a soft, cherry skin
and pulp reminds the compote from the childhood.
Red grapes & dragon wings.
It’s a mystery. Red berries, followed by a very black grape to be overtaken by sweet eucalyptus, with a hint of
menthol and covered with anise. A lush variety of flavors once inhaled & exhaled. The mystery is waiting!
Perfectly shaped pear. Intensive smell & taste fully concentrated to bring up the best what’s in the fruit.
The queen of the berry fruits. Sweet & sour at the same time.
Perfect as an additional sweetie to add up to a flavour.
Don’t be in shock when you try Molinberry SHOCK flavour. The best of strawberry juice,
citrus fresh lime, seasonal forest berries, and a perfect blend of anise & liquorice.
Secret ingredient closes marathon of flavour.
Delicious Banana fruit. Soft, gentle, and a very sweet taste will make you grin.
A candy-like flavour on a flurry of strawberry notes.
Beloved by everyone. Sweet & juicy strawberry is attractive to vanilla cream, chocolate, and many more.
Tropical Mango sweet flavour crosses between a nectarine, an orange, and a pineapple. Very juicy and
twisted flavour, can be added to all fruit compositions.
A true sip of subtle flavours that draws us straight into the watermelon fruit.
Strawberry with a wild twist, but with the same sweet, intensive taste & flavour. Wild Strawberry is ideal on
its own and as an addition to other berry fruits.
Zesty Lemongrass - freshness kicks in.

Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
FLAVOUR NAME

RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE

FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
MINT

Blue Rock Candy
Eucalyptus & Mint

9%

Fresh Mint
Frosty Mint
Ice Candy
Ice Mint
Spearmint

6,9 - 8,9 %
4,3 - 6,3 %
6,0 - 8,0 %
8 - 10 %
5,7 - 7,7 %
7%

Baylis
Butter
Butter My Biscuit
Candy Tutti Frutti
Chocolate Waffle
C'Mon Cina'Bun
Coconut Bar
Cookie
Cookie Bite
Cotton Candy
Creamy Greek Yogurt
Creamy Vanilla

6-8%
5-9%
8%
5%
6-8%
7-8%
6-8%
8 - 10 %
6-8%
5-9%
5%
4,0 - 6,0 %

Custard

4,5 - 6,5 %

Dr. Beat
Epic Vanilla
Forest Bubble Gum

4,7 - 6,7 %
2,8 - 4,8 %
7%
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Break the rules with ice candy rocks!
Mint flavour plus eucalyptus taste reminds famous Eucalyptus Orbit gums. Ideal for mixing with other mint
flavours.
Fresh Mint cools down the atmosphere within minutes.
Freezing, minty flavour.
The taste of cooling ice candy.
Very iced mint. Arctic freshness and a powerful breath. The refreshing idea for hot afternoons.
Sweet mint & a cooling sensation.
SWEET
A bittersweet taste of alcohol with cherry and vanilla notes.
It is a butter with a broad aromatic base and fine notes that awaken memories of our childhood.
Biscuit base to keep you snacking.
Power of candy fruits.
Top-notch double waffle, covered with glamorous chocolate with roasted hazelnut filling.
Oh c'mon! It's such a good cinnamon-blueberry bun.
Soft chocolate with coconut chunks filling.
Veritable petit beurre, that is to say, the genuine French shortbread flavour.
Reach in every bite: Belgian chocolate, cocoa beans & milky biscuit.
Sweet and fluffy cotton candy flavouring for e-liquid manufacturers.
Creamy Greek yogurt.
Creamy and a very delicate vanilla flavour. A soft touch of sweetness and pleasure.
Creamy & soft custard, full of realistic vanilla beans sitting inside of each bottle. Truly sweet, delicate at
times, easy to fall in love with.
Cola & Rocket Pop.
Intense, clear taste of vanilla.
Multifruit bubblegum.

Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
Fruity Cereal

RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE
5–9%

Galaxy Cheesecake

6-8%

Glamour Chocolate
Jam
Jelly Candy
Legendary Custard
Lemon Cream Wafer
Lemon Tart
Marshmallow

4,0 - 6,0 %
4,6 - 6,6 %
6%
8%
5-9%
7%
5-9%

FLAVOUR NAME

Melty Caramel
Nut Hazelnut
Palm Coconut
Panna Cotta
Peanut
Pineapple Lassi
Pink Lady
Powdered Candies
Queen Delicate Pineapple
Rainbow Sherbet
Sponge Cake
Strawberry Soft Candy
Sweet Cream
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4,1 - 6,1 %
1,2 - 3,2 %
3,7 - 5,7 %
4,1 - 6,1 %
8 - 10 %
8%
1,0 - 3,0 %
6%
5-6%
8%
5%
5-9%
2-6%
Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
Cereal with a gentle scent of cinnamon.
Get yourself into a totally new cheesecake level. Full hand of berries, cookies, almonds
and other galaxy bits & bobs.
Delicious Glamour Chocolate with full & rich taste. Perfect for dessert mixes.
Jelly and delicious. Just like grandma's.
Rainbow of jelly candies.
Double thick custard.
Crispy wafer with a creamy lemon filling.
Lemon Tart. So lemony!
Sugary goodness, Marshmallow flavouring for e-liquid manufacturers.
A sweet dream of caramel just became true.
The best melt caramel goes well with vanilla and softy flavours.
Tough hazel nut ready for battle. Brilliantly intensive
hazelnut flavour perfect with cookies, vanilla & desert notes.
Natural coconut - very clear and fresh smell & taste of the coconut fruit
right from the top of the coconut palm tree.
Creamy and soft panna cotta dessert with soft cream and a hint of raspberry and a touch of vanilla.
A rich aromatic peanut, gently hidden under a crunchy caramel crust.
The true flavour of a yummy, fresh and juicy fruit.
Ladies favourite. Combination of floral & fruit notes: rose, hibiscus, passion fruit, and guava.
Perfect balance between all flavours, ideal taste & smell. Soft and delicate. This is the Pink Lady.
Rocket pop including 3 colors: cherry, lime, and blue raspberry.
The softest pineapple.
Orange, raspberry, lime & more!
Sponge cake, just taken from the oven.
Strawberry soft candy - sweet, juicy, and chewy.
Sweet, thick cream - great for desserts.

Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
Sweet Liquorice

RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE
2,9 - 4,9 %

The Chill

6-8%

The Most Sweet Cream
Thick Vanilla Ice Cream
Ugly Delicious
Vanilla Ice Cream
Vanilla Pudding
White Chocolate

7%
7%
7%
5-9%
5-9%
8%

American Classic Blend**
Ash Cigar*
Cappuccino Tobacco**
Charlie Tobacco*
Cherry Tobacco**
Chocolate Mint Tobacco**
Gold Tobacco*
Honey Tobacco**

5–9%
0,7 - 2,7 %
5 - 9%
0,9 - 2,9 %
5 - 9%
5 - 9%
2,6 - 4,6 %
5–9%

Latakia Tobacco*

1,4 - 3,4 %

Light Tribecca**
Natural Tobacco Extract**

5-9%
5-9%

FLAVOUR NAME

Nougatino Tobacco**
RY-4*
Smoked Barrel Tobacco**
Tobacco C*
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5-9%
2,7 - 4,7 %
5–9%
6-8%

FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
Good, old, liquorice with herbal notes. Easy going with fruit and tobacco flavours.
Our INSANE Watermelon. Crispy, juicy, watery, sweet… Just spot on!
Then shadowed by chilly, refreshing menthol. Summery Molinberry flavour is ready to conquer the world.
Sweet thick cream.
Thick Vanilla Ice Cream at its best.
Strawberry, watermelon & bubba.
More delicate curly vanilla ice cream.
A delicious creamy soft vanilla pudding.
MB Chocolate in white version.
TOBACCO (*single/**mix)
Classic American tobacco with chocolate scent in the background.
Very strong tobacco flavour, pure essence from tobacco leaves. Perfect proposition for heavy smokers.
USA MIX tobacco composed with cappuccino flavour, gently sweet.
Blond tobacco, dry & sweet taste of caramelized apple.
Gently sweet tobacco aroma with leading cherry accent.
A balanced mix of chocolate with fresh mint leaves.
Very light tobacco with a hint of an apple and ash in the background.
Light tobacco dipped in honey.
The most well-known spice tobacco. Latakia produces a very rich, heavy taste of aromatic woods
and fragrant herbs, with an aroma that has a “smokey” characteristic.
Harmonious tobacco blend with a warm, smooth finish.
Natural Tobacco Extract is a natural tobacco flavor achieved via a supercritical extraction.
Tobacco flavour mixing the crunchiness nougatine with the chocolate
sweetness onto a flowing caramel.
Gentle tobacco with a recognized taste of vanilla and a bit of caramel.
Dry, smoked, and intense, nothing else to add.
Popular tobacco taste, very light & subtle with crunchy COOKIE flavour.

Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

Chemnovatic Molinberry
RECOMMENDED DOSAGE
FLAVOUR NAME
Toffee Tobacco**
USA Mix*
Vanilla Tobacco**
Western Tobacco*
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RECOMMENDED
DOSAGE
5-9%
6-8%
5-9%
3,3 - 5,3 %

Quick and easy order from: chemnovatic.com

FLAVOUR DESCRIPTION
Delicate sweetness, a result of classic tobacco mixed with caramel & toffee candies.
Sweet notes of ashy tobacco flavour with a hint of nuts. The tobacco aroma stands out.
Vanilla & Camello tobacco with a dessert twist.
Blond tobacco, sweet & dry taste of caramelized anise.

